
BCGEU  
Social Information and Health Services 

Component 6 Executive Meeting 
Best Western Chateau Granville, Vancouver, B.C. 

June 5 - 7, 2018 
 
Day 1 
 
Call to Order 
 
Acknowledgement of First Nations Territory 
 
Introductions 
Shirley Kay 601 Chair (IT) 
Wes Meiklejohn 601 MAL (SDPR) 
Desiree Cabecimha 601 Treas (CLBC) 
Andrea Mitchell 604 1st VC (PSSG Probation) 
Alisa Watts (for Alex Miller) 606 1st VC (MCFD) 
Steve Anderson 603 1st VC (PSSG Probation) 
Terra Plut 607 Chair (MCFD) 
Theresa Forsythe 612 Chair (Youth Justice MCFD) 
Harbinder Gill 604 Chair (SDPR) 
Darryl Morseau 602 A/Chair for L. Salter (MCFD TL) 
Darryl Flasch 603 Chair (MCFD) 
Lisa McDonald 603 MAL (SDPR) 
Cynthia Egli 605 Chair (AG Family Justice) 
Judy Fox-McGuire 610 Chair (PSSG Probation) 
 
REGRETS- Leanne Salter 602 Chair; Alex Miller 606 Chair; Flint Keil 611 Chair; Anna 

Depretto 609 Chair; YW - not elected yet 
 
Adoption of agenda - m/s/c 
 
Review of minutes - m/s/c 
 
Business arising from the minutes  
- Women’s Committee pins and aprons purchased and Shirley will bring to next meeting or 

will send out aprons prior if a local is having a bbq sooner 
-Lisa McDonald’s name was drawn and will attend the Sonoma Conference July 10th 
-Going away gifts/cards for post component members 
 
Comp bargaining update: 1 week in Victoria (Shirley, Lisa, Darryl, Andrea, Judy, Cynthia, 

Megan Ashbury - negotiator) 
- Process of negotiating felt unnecessarily antagonistic for there not being any money 

on the table 



- One particular ministry hung up the process, when it was very apparent the other 
ministry reps were willing to work towards solutions 

- All money- related asks were sent to the Public Service Bargaining main table 
- Progress was made by day 5, but no agreements ratified - will be done when PSB 

wraps up 
 
Prompted open discussion about the following issues: 
Note: Need for members to collectively grieve/file appendix 4’s - organize and not leave it to 

1 or 2 members to stick their necks out; difficulty in hard to recruit areas and employer 
leverages the lack of member’s CA knowledge/rights - how to support the smaller 
areas to feel the power/support of the collective 

Note: MCFD - any examples of denial of ability to apply for TAs over 7 months by managers, 
let Darryl know for Article 29 

Note: Harbinder - shift from servicing model to organizational model; this training will be 
coming to the Locals; servicing model is at the roots of losing stewards 
(disempowering) 

Local officer training in October. 
Note: difficult supervisor in MCFD and people are scared to do union activity for fear of 

repercussion; direct supervisors need to address this issue with problematic 
supervisors 

Note: need for more outreach to new members to do orientations - not every office has a 
steward and in that case, the new members do not get oriented; Shirley - every 3 
months M.Ed does a group orientation for new members (about 10 new people at 
each meeting); Tara - employer has invited union to present at training; Harbinder is 
doing this in SDPR and employer has agreed to do this on ER time (15 minutes in 
CA) 

 
 
Public Service Bargaining update (Judy) 
Proceeding slowly - 90 resolutions forwarded from Comp 6; most of any component; 

competing with other GEU Component interests; bargaining proceeding much like 
under previous government; Comp 6 pushing benefits and wages, 
recruitment/retention; Plecas report - 11% lift, SDPR ombudsman report (220 
positions needed) for TMAs or grid lift; no one has walked away from the table; 
almost there - will meet Thurs/Fri of this week; taking temp of locals willingness to 
take work action if necessary - member willingness is there; Judy is on the Essential 
Service Levels committee and will fight hard to reduce essential service levels should 
job action be required 

 
VP Report (Judy) 
The last few months have been quite busy on several fronts but mostly concerned with 

Bargaining.  
April- Attended a meeting with Centralized Screening for MCFD with Darryl and Doug Kinna 

to talk about their hours of work agreements.  
Attended MCFD Joint Working Group meeting in Victoria 
One week of Annual Leave  



Bargaining prep meetings from April 17-26 
Component Bargaining from April 30-May 4.  
May- Bargaining in Vancouver May 6-10 
May 11- PSSG subcommittee meeting. Topics included texting working group update; WES 

scores preliminary; Practicum students guidelines; SPOT procedures; OHS report on 
office security; naloxone use and SO notifications.  

May 18-Meeting with Shane Simpson about the CLBC re design. The Minister has asked the 
Union to be part of the redesign of the CLBC Ministry. We are working with 
communications to put together a submission that will be submitted by June 30.  

The rest of May was in Bargaining, alternating between Vancouver and Victoria.  
 
Note: Joint comp meeting with 12 next year, possibly?  1 day joint training, and 2 days of just 

6 
 
Component Elections - Megan Ashbury conducting/ Lisa McDonald scrutineer 
VP - noms: Judy Fox-McGuire - acclaimed 
1st VC - noms: Cynthia Egli, Darryl Flasch - Darryl Flasch voted in 
Treasurer - Harbinder Gill, Shirley Kay - Shirley Kay voted in 
2nd VC - Cynthia Egli - acclaimed 
Recording Secretary - Andrea Mitchell - acclaimed 
 
Table Officer’s Meeting 
Overview of roles and procedures 
Darryl to chair for next 2 days - downloading of info for the next 2 days from Judy 
Committees needed - to be worked on over the summer; will ask table for interest 
 
Secretary requests - email provided to comp for reports to be sent in; request that written 

reports for this current period be sent to Andrea within this week; going forward, 
please forward reports prior to the next meeting. Templates being sent out by 
Cynthia.  

Minutes to be reviewed within 1 month of comp meetings and m/s/c for publish minutes to 
the Comp 6 webpage 

 
Note: Unifor left CLC due to dispute with BCGEU over union raiding happening by Unifor. 

BCGEU has anti-raiding language. Unifor no longer in House of Labour. Will not be 
attending BC Fed. 

 
Note: BC Fed in November; HQ will give us our delegate count 
 
General Discussion Notes: 
Conference Calls for exec every 6 weeks 
Get membership lists and get them updated - locals to address this with staff reps and office 

visits; educate members on website and how to log in and update communication 
preferences and contact info; comm preferences are not found on same edit personal 
info page - can this be added/moved to personal info page? 

Worksite is not available to update on website - tech to address (Judy will follow up) 



Members who work virtual streams, where you “sit” is your local (physical location) 
 
Kasam Dole is new PE VP 
Richard Schaeffer gone; Joanna Lorde Comp 7 vp 
George Bulis gone; no replacement yet 
Comp 4: is under trusteeship with the union due to financial irregularities (book-keeping)  as 

found through audit and is still under investigation; - Laurie Juaquin is looking after 
comp currently 

 
Business cards to be given to new Executive members; Send Judy the contact info you want 

on your business card  
Local Chair emails - discussion about sharing access with Local Exec in the interest of 

succession planning/vacations, etc. (eg 1st and 2nd vice). Email will be passed down 
to new chairs w/o having to change emails (e.g. 604@bcgeu.ca) 

Discussion around privacy and security of emails, esp Hotmail, GMail; preference for fax, 
scan and send PDF with password protection (e.g. medical forms/assessments, etc); 
educate members to avoid gov email/messager due to inability for us to guarantee 
privacy 

 
Discussion about MCFD Flex Schedule and member being told that he/she cannot “front 

load” his/her biweekly schedule (module).  It appears this contravenes the ability for 
flex schedule members to dictate their start and end times. This may extend to other 
MCFD staff in this area. Work patterns are chosen by mutual agreement, and OT to 
kick in after 9 hours in the day, unless it is an emergency call out. 

 
Lisa: Article 29 SDPR OSH - working group invited by Corps Services to participate in 

Naloxone training - Component 6/12. Info that Worksafe will not insure staff for cross 
contamination if they volunteer to assist. This is not generalized to other Ministries. 

 
DAY 2 
 
Call to Order 
Acknowledgment of First Nations Territory 
 
Explanation of expenses and form.  Send to HQ (Megan Ashbury) for processing by 

Treasurer - Shirley 
 
Discussion about sending Peace Officer delegate to Ottawa September 30, 2018 - Alex 

Miller (Component), Steve Anderson (Component), Sarah Crampton (612 - Theresa 
nominator), Karthy Sivalingham (Harbinder nominator), Rainu Senghera (Harbinder 
nominator), Jessie Shoker (Harbinder nominator) 

- Criteria for choosing is to send a Peace Officer serving on Component who has not 
attended within the last 5 years, followed by Peace Officer serving on a Local, and 
failing that, a general membership Component 6 Peace Officer 

- Draw between Alex Miller and Steve Anderson.  Alex was chosen, and Steve is 
alternate 

mailto:604@bcgeu.ca


 
Poverty Reduction Coalition Presentation - Omar and Kel (Raise the Rates) 
Poverty reduction plan is being put forward by our Government and is seeking input 
- Raise the Rates - cannot live on $710 per month ($19 per week for food after rent in 

SROs) 
- “Stupid Rules” campaign (stupid rules of Income Assistance); e.g. online application, 

long complicated application 
- Gov has indicated they want to address this culture in SDPR and obstacles to service 
- Accessible communities - access to persons with disabilities 
- Aligned with Pivot Legal Society 
- 7 Pillars Poverty Reduction Plan  
- Round table discussion of observed/reported ongoing obstacles to service (IA and 

PWD/PPMB) 
 
It was reported that SDPR phones were down provincially on Monday, June 4th (?) between 

noon and close of service. Over 1000 calls were disconnected and others were left on 
hold with no update on what was happening.  

 
Local Reports 
601 Shirley: 
Grievances and Appendix 4’s:  
6 Employer filed grievances 

1 regarding change in benefit carriers and increased cost 
1 regarding PSA interfering with the Rehab committee decision to place a member 
out of region 
2 that are 32.15 
9 that are disciplinary 

 
OSH :  None  

 
Member/Worksite issues : I facilitated Anti-bullying training and Steward Fundamentals in 

May.visit to get membership cards signed. We will be working with 1201 as most of 
the membership is 1201 to arrange a worksite visit.  We are working on an HOW 
agreement for one MCFD office (centralized housing).  Issues with members not 
getting physical member card after filling out yellow form (Megan will look into this). 

 
Good and Welfare: None 
 
Activism Highlights :  Paul and Stephanie visited our June 4 local meeting to talk to members 

about the pension changes and bargaining.  The meeting was well attended and lots 
of good questions.  Paul said he’d come to another local meeting. I facilitated 
Anti-bullying training and Steward Fundamentals in May. I have attended multiple 
worksites for group new member orientations. There will be a Dreamcatcher 
workshop hosted by CCC on June 21 for National Indigenous People’s day.  June 19 
will have our joint 601/1201 steward meeting held bimonthly.We are still hoping to 
plan a M2M BBQ with 1201 for June or September.  I’m attending BC Fed Regional 
Conference at Mount Washington June 21 and 22 and Miner’s memorial in 
Cumberland June 23 and 24.  

 



Other: Additional Equity delegate at component table discussed.  Judy to find out costs and 
bring it back to the component. 

 
602 Daryl Marceau 
Grievances and Appendix 4’s:  There are a few grievances out of MCFD.   There are also 
some Appendix 4s in MCFD.  The Port Hardy MCFD Office is struggling with their manager.  
  
OSH:  There was recent Basic and Investigation OSH Training at the Nanaimo Area Office. 
People from across the island attended including myself. 
  
Member/Worksite issues: Many MCFD & MSDSI offices continue to have staffing and 
workload issues.  CLBC has been quiet.  
  
Leanne Salter has been away since late April from the local chair position.  We’re hoping she 
will be back soon.   Leeanne did a member to member earlier in the year which appeared to 
go well.  
  
MCFD and MSDPR dealing with more complicated clients and cases.   All offices getting 
much busier.  
  
602 members are interested and hopeful in the contract negotiations but meeting numbers 
continue to be low.Those attending are doing their best to represent members issues and 
interests.  
  
Some members in Child Protection do not like that if they want to move to a different team 
within the office they need to panel to get hired on the float.  Members then hope they have 
enough seniority to get on to the team they want when positions arise.  
  
Some members upset about changes to Pension without member input.  
  
Good and Welfare:  I am also the treasurer for 602 and have not been made aware of when 
the vote is for the new Component Treasurer.  There is outstanding reimbursements for both 
members and 602’s account.  
  
Activism Highlights:  Gay Pride Day parade – 602 to have BCGEU motorhome in parade with 
members on June 9, 2018 
 
603 Darryl Flasch 
Executive training JUNE 27 
 
PSSG office closed for breaks at offices, then clients just go to other offices, causing 

workload issues. 
  
Maples, Conversion, float pool and Hours of work, the assigning practice for over time.  
  



MCFD, Bullying, performance management, overtime and lieu day banks and under 
implementing new hires and placing in the growth series.  

  
LDB policy manual in conflict Master under article 31.5 auxiliary declines.  
  
CLBC, union grievance filed relating to article 12.7, which is in conflict with its policy on 

lateral transfers without a posting.  
  
For May/June, we held our local exec. first meeting. At this meeting you and I presented an 

executive training session for the new executive training (binders).  
  
We have held two meetings which include the two directors, of operations and director of 

practice for centralized screening.  
These meetings related the DOO’s setting up an auxiliary call process following article 31.  
 
 18 Active Grievances at L603 
 
 
604 Harbinder 
Grievances and Appendix 4’s: Total 15 Grievances at Area office 

6 Employer grievances 

3 less than 60 days old 

2 Attendance Management letters 

1 Social Worker grievance 

4 June Case conference with Employer 

1 to go to GAC when member is well 

OSH: None 

Member / Worksite issues:  

Social Development & Poverty Reduction moving to open concept offices for Chilliwack, 

Abbotsford, Mission and Langley offices. Renovations being done during working hours, an 

area is cleared for work, while workers are moved to another area. White noise devices are 

being installed in Chilliwack and Abbotsford. Concern is that there are no guidelines on the 

appropriate level of white noise. Raised this issue with BCGEU OSH and also the employer at 

Abbotsford, as the white noise level was very high and caused members discomfort. After 

meeting employer, the noise level has been turned down. 

No issues reported at MCFD or Probation. 

Local Executive met on 2018 May 31st. Executive members sworn in. Committees formed. 

2nd Vice person and Young Worker positions still vacant. Next meeting scheduled for 2018 

September 27th. 



Good and Welfare: None 

Activism Highlights: None 

 
605 Cynthia - verbal report  
 
606 Alisa - verbal report 
 
607 Tarra Plut 
Current Issues: 
Union leaves are being denied and new stewards are not able to receive training.  
Ongoing bullying and harassment of members by the excluded managers. The managers 
are using work plans frequently.  
Members on STIPP are now being denied  return to work if they have any accommodations 
required by their doctor.  
 
Ongoing work load issues, and lack of staffing are ongoing.  
Human right complaints continue to be filed.  
 
CCC committee is currently planning for the Steward Appreciation event in the Interior on 
September 22 2018 
Current planning or Pride Event August 18 2018. 
Current planning for the Labour Day picnic September 3 2018. 
 
608 - No report 
 
609 - Anna Depretto 

           9 grievances- 7 mcfd, 1 SDPR, 1 CLBC. 3 MCFD staff off on STIIP in castlegar & Nelson 
offices.Lots of stress, crazy workload and unsupportive management.  Working with staff rep 
on issues.  Had activist banquet May 5. Good turnout. OHS and chair plus 1 training coming 
up in June. Still a challenge to retain/solicit staff for local... 27 yr mcfd staff resigned after 
being hacked around by mgt. Purchased her nice gift; had wonderful dinner party in her 
honor with 0 management present. Info to union for A29 and  no exit interview.  
 
610 Judy Fox-McGuire 
Grievances and Appendix 4’s:  N/a 
OSH : No outstanding issues 
Member/Worksite issues :  
MCFD: Continuing staffing pressures. Vacancies not filled and other staff having to pick up 
the slack. Questions about why the Plecas report recommendations have not been followed. 
MSDSI- Workers continue to work with the provincial model of responding to clients around 
the province. Some workers like the concept of specialization while others want to return to 
working with clients.  
Probation- no issues reported at this time.  
Good and Welfare: None 
Activism Highlights : Activist appreciation banquet was good but not well attended. Want to 
engage with more activists to have them attend . 



Other : N/A 
 
611  Regrets - no report provided 
 
612  Theresa - verbal report given 
 
Women’s Committee Report - women’s area conference on Vancouver Island Nov 16-17 to 
be held for women from 601/602 areas (region 1); in the planning stages; notification process 
TBD. Held annually and rotates thru the 4 regions. 
 
Paul Finch - Pension Presentation 
Pension structure 
4 public plans: 
Municipal 
College 
Teachers 
Public service 
Public Service Pension Plan has a board of directors comprised of 14 people = 6 
government (incl 1 crown corp), 1 Gov retiree, 4 BCGEU, 2 other unions, 1 union retiree; 
overseeing Pension Corp and BCI (Investments), Northern Trust 
 
PP is joint trusteeship model ½ trustees come from non-union; GEU has less than ⅓ of the 
board seats 
2009 gov and BCGEU agreed to move to a flat rate of accrual and de-integrate from CPP 
model it was built upon; YMPE - yearly maximum pensionable earnings (CPP max) is 
outpacing increase in wages 
Prior practice: Below ympe accrual (getting out) and contributions (putting in) they used the 
following formula; CPP + X (contribution) = 20% 
Beneficial to high income earners and incentive for early retirement (40% of all 
contributions); Accrual over YMPE was higher 
$150K+/yr got 7 dollars for every dollar contributed 
$56K/yr got 6 dollars for every dollar contributed 
Early retirement benefits were mostly accessed by high income earners, who could actually 
afford to retire early 
Teachers plan went to flat rate accrual first; earliest unreduced for college is 65; teachers is 
now 61; for BCGEU it is 60 
Policy to written by Paul for next convention to allow for consultation with GEU membership;  
Pension cannot be subject to bargaining (PCLAR Act) 
 
Talks began in 2014; Talks broke down in April 2017 - PSEC refused to go to a flat accrual; 
no new appointees by new government after 2017 election. 
 
Union negotiated $800 million back-pay for retirees; Retroactive to 2006 from plan surplus; 
accrual up from 1.35 to 1.85 
 
Explanation of sudden change and lack of communication: 



December 2018 - Pension Corp directed PSEC and BCGEU to provide input on pension w/in 
30 days; presented to board; Board directed to implement Apr. 2018; PSEC said they need 
18mths; Pension Boards said it needed to move forward immediately (Paul not able to 
explain the rush due to legal privilege restraints); 
Pension board released an email to pension members out of the blue, then site went down 
for “routine maintenance”; they alerted the call center Friday afternoon that the plan was 
changing and to prepare for calls on Monday.  Staff were not trained on what the changes 
were and how they would impact contributors 
 
Ave geu member will have a 37% pension increase based on avg $50K, enters workforce in 
mid-30’s and works 22yrs 
 
3 layer cake; 
Inflation Accrual Amt goes up every year 
Basic Acct - main contributions  
Post Retirement Group Benefits (Greenshield) - 1% of active gov emp accrual  
Benefits (eg MSP) now cut to make up for the change in ratio of active workers to retired 
workers; used to be 2:1, now is 1:2 
 
Only 20% of plan members benefit from the rule of 85 (age 55 to 59 and 11mths) 
ER launched a campaign against the changes (impacts them the most) 
 
BCGEU refusing to the changes would have kept us in a plan that was not beneficial to the 
majority of our members (approx 80%);  
 
Under the old plan, after age 65, the difference from bridging to reg pension was made up by 
cpp; but over the years, cpp was no longer making that difference up;  
 
Grandfathered into the bridge up to Apr 2018 
 
To retire early, now you pay the actuary amount that it costs the plan for you to retire early; 
early retirees should not be subsidized by people still working; 6.5% currently; this is 
currently helped by the $800mil retroactive payment back to 2006 
 
Members could apply for a Temporary annuity = $580/mth to front end load from 55 to 65 if 
you want your income to be higher prior to 65 in order to say, pay off a mortgage; doing this 
will lessen your post-65 pension but you may not need that much money at that point in life 
 
Pension paid out at 1.85 percent per year worked 
Rule of 85 referred to earliest unreduced pension; now it is just an age of 60 
 
Brian.schram@bcgeu can do pension presentation/answer questions; as can Paul Finch 
 

            Request from Harbinder to include Comp/Local executive in communication prior to major 
changes so we can be prepared to communicate this with member questions. 
Moving forward policy to be written to include membership in changes that impact pension. 



 
 
DAY 3 
Acknowledgement of First Nations Territory 
 
Committee reports - no committees have been struck; committees to be appointed 
Committees that we’ve had in the past were outlined. Not all will be used 
Finance Committee 
Women’s Committee 
Education Committee 
Strategies Committee 
Resolutions Committee 
Bargaining Committee 
Equity and Human Rights 
International Solidarity - appointed by PE 
Political Action 
Community and Social Action 
Membership Committee 
Ad Hoc Committies - as needed 
 
Article 29 reports 
PSSG - Judy: verbal report Day 1 
 
PSSG Sub Committee (Community Correction) - Judy: Verbal report Day 1 
 
SDPR - Lisa: question of clients recording conversations - sits with PSA and is unresolved; 

recording of leaves (Teleopti) going ministry-wide; TAs no longer requires supervisor 
approval/permission - if there are any postings that say it is required, let Lisa know 

 
MCFD - Darryl/Sonja:  January: Appendix 4 - 8 letters going out (ERs response) to 

unresolved; challenges with centralized screening, eg dropped calls; parking and who 
is responsible for paying - issues to be addressed on a case by case basis;CyMH and 
job inventories; acting opportunities and selection criteria; privacy and signing out 
procedures discussed; hiring and growth series difficulties - hiring at a low level 
despite high level of experience/education; discrepancy between Delegated 
Aboriginal Agencies SWs (non-union) being paid less than Direct Gov SWs, and then 
if they move to DG, they start at the bottom of the growth series; recruitment and 
retention in youth custody centres; hard to recruit areas and process to review 
success of measures in place and needed changes;  

MCFD OSH Sub: PSA looking at government policy around clients recording staff; 
cyberbullying and steps to be taken by staff - threat assessment process to be done, 
support, Worksafe involvement?, - policy being discussed 

PROVINCIAL OSH Cynthia: New committee: Brandon, Wendy, Brian, Doug; Terms of 
reference; Naloxone/Mental Health First Aid - discussion about training at all levels of 
the union; recognition for quality of BCGEU OSH training; discussion of regional OSH 



networker positions; discussion about increasing number of days for OSH 
appointments for the larger locals (601, 603, 604), currently 2 days. 

 
AG - Cynthia: sheriffs and courts issues; nothing for comp 6 
 
CLBC - Anna Depretto: no report provided 
 
Discussion about process of Appendix 4s and suggestion of training at the local level for 

Executive and Stewards 
 
Discussion about difficulties with Growth Series and onus on member to advocate for 

proper step ups 
 
Discussion about definition of private vs public space and clients recording - SDPR 

messaging is that the lobby is a public space; this is not the case in other ministries 
like PSSG (Probation) 

 
Unfinished business 
Motion made to have Component and Locals’ accounting be subjected to audit by BCGEU 

Treasurer or designate, and prioritized over previous years, due to transfer of 
Treasurer at Component level.  Purpose of this motion is to provide transparency, and 
confidence of transferring the books to a new Treasurer as a measure of Best 
Practice. If audit is approved and conducted, the results be reported back to the 
Component.  M/S/C 

 
Discussion about difficulties getting reimbursements both to members and table officers 

over the last few months, and challenging transition 
 
Parking (MCFD): discussion about business insurance on private vehicles - paid for by 

members - T-2200 tax form that the ER fills out can include this business ins, all 
maintenance bills (prorated by reported work use mileage)  

 
Open Concept Offices and White Noise Devices: Challenges and strategies for MCFD 

transitioning to OC from private offices; lack of meaningful consultation with staff; 
concerns over lack of accommodations being provided; not enough literal seats 
available in the office and encouragement for staff to work in the community; noise 
levels a concern; conversation privacy a concern; stressful and impacts ability to 
focus; ergo assessments for previously identified issues do be done by trained ergo 
staff - not the video; set up and take down of personal stuff every day takes time and 
is onerous; tracking down physical location of staff a challenge when they change 
places every day 

 
White Noise Devices - used to shut out competing sounds; SDPR finding that the 

implementation of white noise devices coming through speakers around the offices 
and staff do not have ability to modulate the loudness; issue for staff who have 
hearing complexities; issues for people who like the devices and those who do not; 



nothing in WorkSafe regulations around this - union looking for OSH direction about 
how to handle this in offices to address people’s different thresholds for noise. 

 
BCGEU Exit Survey - on bcgeu.ca website under Component Resources at bottom of page; 

please show members where this is; Andrea to contact tech to ask about having it 
moved to the front page 

 
CLBC discussion about ongoing issues; Head office has not conducted an investigation on 

the heels of a document regarding bullying and harassment submitted by 
staff/stewards; workplace assessment under way; union to have a presence moving 
forward with this 

 
32.15 discussion about timelines and how far back the incidents that address a pattern can 

go. Some concerns that ER are putting time parameters on how far back the 
examples can go.  

 
Young Worker component position to be filled from the YW meeting, by agreement 
 
Goods and Welfare - Motion made for BCGEU to make $500 donation for Team Walking 

Warriors at the Vancouver AIDS Walk, on condition that it is passed by Finance 
Committee. 

M/S/C 
 
Review of new hotel accomodation - most component members good with it; 2 members 

have concerns about the neighbourhood and noise 
 
Next meeting Sep 17 to 19, 2018; Location TBD 
 


